Pediatrician Identification of Latino Children at Risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder

WHAT'S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Latino children are diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) less often and later than white children. Primary care pediatricians (PCPs) may play an important role in early ASD identification for Latinos.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: PCPs find it more difficult to assess for ASDs in Latinos with Spanish primary language, view Latino parents as less knowledgeable about ASDs, and experience frequent barriers to ASD diagnosis in Latino patients. Many PCPs do not offer recommended screenings in Spanish.

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Latino–white disparities in age at autism spectrum disorder (ASD) diagnosis may be modified by primary care pediatrician (PCP) practices and beliefs. The objectives of this study were to assess ASD and developmental screening practices, attitudes toward ASD identification in Latino children, and barriers to ASD identification for Latino children, in a sample of 267 California PCPs.

METHODS: In mail-based PCP survey, we assessed rates of bilingual general developmental and ASD screening, perceptions of parent ASD knowledge in Latino and white families, reports of difficulty assessing for ASDs in Latino and white children, and perceptions of barriers to early ASD identification for Latinos.

RESULTS: Although 81% of PCPs offered some form of developmental screening, 29% of PCPs offered Spanish ASD screening per American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines, and only 10% offered both Spanish general developmental and Spanish ASD screening per American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines. Most PCPs thought that Latino (English and Spanish primary family language) parents were less knowledgeable about ASDs than white parents. PCPs had more difficulty assessing ASD risk for Latino children with Spanish primary family language than for white children, even when the PCP conducted recommended ASD screening or had >25% Latino patients. The most frequent barrier to ASD identification in Latinos was access to developmental specialists.

CONCLUSIONS: Multiple factors in the primary care setting may contribute to delayed ASD identification for Latinos. Promoting language-appropriate screening, disseminating culturally appropriate ASD materials to Latino families, improving the specialist workforce, and providing PCP support in screening and referral of Latino children may be important ways to reduce racial and ethnic differences in care. Pediatrics 2013;132:445–453
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are common childhood developmental conditions, and early ASD identification is associated with improved long-term prognosis and family coping with disease. However, many children meeting ASD diagnostic criteria may be missed in diagnosis or diagnosed years after onset of symptoms, and studies have shown racial and ethnic differences in ASD diagnostic trends. Latino families face particular difficulty obtaining ASD diagnoses: Latino children are diagnosed with ASDs 2.5 years later than white children and have more severe symptoms at time of diagnosis. Similar delays have been reported for Latino children with other emotional, behavioral, or developmental conditions.

Reasons for low rates of ASD diagnosis and diagnostic delay among Latino children are poorly understood. Delays may reflect family factors, including ethnic differences in parent knowledge, beliefs, and concerns about overall child development and developmental delay. Latino families may also have poorer overall healthcare access and less access to information about ASDs. Quality of provider interaction may also mediate ASD identification: Studies show that families of Latino children with ASDs experience poorer health care quality and lower-quality provider communication than white families. However, no studies have assessed specific provider beliefs and behaviors related to ASDs in Latino children.

Given their regular, early contact with families, PCPs play a critical role in early ASD identification. In addition to developmental surveillance at well-child visits, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that PCPs perform developmental screening at 9, 18, and 24 to 30 months and autism-specific screening at 18 and 24 to 30 months. PCPs also refer children to developmental specialists capable of ASD diagnosis and therapists providing ASD treatment services. Therefore, PCP views and behaviors regarding ASD identification among Latino children may contribute to diagnostic and treatment disparities.

In this study, we surveyed a representative sample of PCPs about ASD identification in Latinos. We set the study in California because it has the highest population of Latino children, with recent census estimates suggesting that Latino children represent the majority. Our primary research questions were: (1) What proportion of PCPs offer recommended general developmental and ASD screening, including Spanish-language screening? (2) How confident are PCPs in assessing ASD risk among Latino children? (3) Do PCPs perceive racial or ethnic differences in family knowledge about ASDs? (4) What are PCPs’ perceptions of barriers to ASD care for Latino children? We hypothesized that a minority of PCPs offer guideline-based developmental and ASD screening in Spanish, that PCPs feel less confident assessing ASD risk in Latino children, and that PCPs view Latino parents as less informed about ASDs. Finally, we hypothesized that PCPs would cite frequent language, cultural, communication, and health care access barriers to ASD care for Latino children.

METHODS
Survey Administration
We mailed a self-administered survey to a random sample of California pediatricians obtained from the American Medical Association Masterfile. A sample size of 500 (with 60% responding) gave adequate power to detect barriers to ASD care ranging from 10% to 75% prevalence with ±5% precision. Pediatricians were eligible for the sample if they practiced clinic-based general pediatrics in California, were board-certified, and spent >50% of their time providing clinical care. Responses were collected from August 2011 to March 2012. Survey response rate was calculated using the American Association of Public Opinion Research algorithm. The Oregon Health & Science University institutional review board approved the study. The Supplemental Information shows the full survey.

Survey Content
Developmental and Autism Screening
To assess general developmental screening, the survey asked PCPs whether they “use general developmental screening tools at one or more well-child visits for patients under age three” and provided examples of validated tools. PCPs who screened were asked which tool they used, at which well visits they screened, and whether they offered Spanish-language screening for families with Spanish preference.

To assess ASD screening, pediatricians were asked whether they used “a screening tool specifically to assess for ASDs at one or more well-child visits for patients under age three” and provided the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers as an example. PCPs who screened for ASDs were asked which tool they used, at which visits they screened, and whether they offered Spanish-language screening for families with Spanish preference.

ASD Attitudes
PCPs used a 4-part scale to compare ASD knowledge among parents of white, Latino/English primary family language (PFL), Latino/Spanish PFL, and African American children and to rate the difficulty of recognizing signs and symptoms of ASDs among white, Latino/English PFL, Latino/Spanish PFL, and African American children.
Barriers to ASD Care

PCPs used a scale to rate frequency of experiencing 10 possible barriers to ASD care for Latinos, subdivided into two domains. Access barriers included access to primary care, access to developmental and behavioral specialists, availability of reliable screening tools, and logistical issues such as location of services or clinic hours. Language, cultural, and communication barriers included parent trust or willingness to communicate with provider, parent beliefs about normal child development, parent understanding about the importance of early ASD diagnosis and treatment, and availability of interpreter services.

Demographic Characteristics

The survey asked PCPs to report Spanish proficiency, practice size, Latino providers in practice, percentage Latino patients, and knowledge about ASDs. Years since medical school graduation, gender, and region of California were obtained from American Medical Association Masterfile data (Table 1). PCP race and ethnicity data were obtained from the California Medical Board, which collects these data via self-report.

Data Analysis

Analysis of Developmental and Autism Screening

We assessed screening in 4 categories. PCPs performing developmental or ASD screening at any routine visit, using any tool, were coded as “performs any type of developmental screening at any routine visit.” PCPs performing general developmental screening at the 9-, 18-, and 24- or 30-month visits using a validated tool were coded as “performs general developmental screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines.”

PCPs performing ASD-specific screening at the 18- and 24- or 30-month visit with a validated tool were coded as “performs ASD screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines.”

PCPs who performed both recommended screenings per guidelines were coded as “performs both types of screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines.”

We calculated percentage of PCPs offering each type of screening as and both screenings, in English and Spanish. We then dichotomized PCPs according to those with ≥25% vs <25% Latino patients in their practice (50.8% vs 49.2% of sample) and compared screening rates between these groups using $\chi^2$ tests (Table 2).

Analysis of ASD Attitudes

To assess PCP perceptions of parent knowledge about ASDs, we dichotomized knowledge about ASDs into “not at all” or “not very” knowledgeable versus “somewhat” or “very knowledgeable.” We used McNemar’s test to compare the proportion of PCPs reporting that families of white children were “not at all/not very knowledgeable” compared with the proportion reporting that families of Latino/English PFL, Latino/Spanish PFL, and African American children were “not at all/not very knowledgeable” (Table 3). Because PCP perceptions of parent knowledge might vary according to practice or personal characteristics, we performed subgroup analyses for 4 practice characteristics (PCP performs general developmental screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines, PCP performs ASD screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines, Latino provider in practice, and >25% of patients are Latino) and 2 personal characteristics (PCP rates Spanish as good or excellent, PCP self-reports very knowledgeable about autism). We used McNemar’s test to compare racial and ethnic perceptions among PCPs in each subgroup and compare the proportion of PCPs reporting very knowledgeable about autism. We used categorical logistic regression to assess the association of each PCP demographic difference with knowledge about ASDs, adjusting for sociodemographic differences. We used similar statistical procedures to compare PCPs’ reports of difficulty identifying signs and symptoms of ASDs in white, Latino/English PFL, Latino/Spanish PFL, and African American children (Table 4).
Analysis of Barriers to ASD Care

We considered an item as a barrier if a PCP reported experiencing the item often or frequently (versus never, rarely, or sometimes). We used descriptive statistics to rank barriers experienced by the most PCPs and to calculate median and interquartile range of barriers experienced. We used logistic regression to assess whether PCP personal characteristics, practice characteristics, ratings of parent knowledge, and difficulty identifying ASDs were associated with having an above-median number of barriers to ASD care.

RESULTS

Respondent Characteristics

In all, 267/500 PCPs returned the survey; 53 providers were ineligible because of invalid contact information, not being PCPs, retired, or moved out of California. The overall response rate was 62.9%. Respondent characteristics are shown in Table 1; responders and nonresponders did not differ by gender, race, or region of California. However, responders were more likely to have been in practice <20 years (66.3% of responders vs 55.0% of nonresponders; P = .02).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Screening Practices of PCPs and Percentage Latino Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All PCPs (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 267)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP performs any kind of developmental screening at any routine visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP performs general developmental screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP performs ASD screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP performs both types of screening per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP offers general developmental screening in Spanish per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP offers ASD screening in Spanish per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP offers both types of screening in Spanish per AAP Bright Futures Periodicity Guidelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages reflect the proportion of subjects with valid responses for each variable.

A minority of both PCPs with >25% Latino patients and PCPs with ≤25% Latino patients offered Spanish-language screening; however, PCPs with more Latino patients were more likely to offer Spanish-language ASD screening. There was a nonsignificant trend toward higher rates of offering Spanish-language general developmental screening and performing both types of Spanish-language screening among PCPs with more Latino patients (Table 2).

Perceptions of Parent Knowledge About ASDs

Most PCPs reported that parents of Latino and African American children had lower levels of ASD knowledge than parents of white children (Table 3). The largest difference was between parents of Latino/Spanish PFL children and parents of white children. PCPs who performed developmental or ASD screening rated parental ASD knowledge similarly to other PCPs (Table 3). Spanish proficiency, having a Latino provider in the practice, or having >25% Latino patients in their practice were more likely to report that white parents did not modify perceived ASD knowledge among parents of Latino children; however, PCPs with >25% Latino patients in their practice were more likely to report that white parents also had low ASD knowledge. PCPs who self-reported as “very knowledgeable about autism” were more likely to report parents of all races and ethnicities as knowledgeable about autism; however, they still noted significant knowledge differences between parents of Latino or African American children and parents of white children (Table 3). After multivariate adjustment, only PCP self-reported ASD knowledge was associated with higher odds of reporting that Latino/Spanish PFL parents (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 3.51; confidence interval [CI] 1.81–6.84) or Latino/English PFL parents (aOR 2.08 [CI 1.16–3.73]) were somewhat or very knowledgeable about ASDs.
When PCPs were asked to compare how symptoms of ASDs were identified, PCPs were more likely to report difficulty recognizing ASDs among Latinos (Table 4). After multivariate adjustment, having a Latino provider in the practice (aOR 1.85 [CI 1.03–3.31]) and having >25% Latino patients (aOR 3.43 [CI 1.88–6.26]) were associated with easier identification of ASDs among Latino/Spanish PFL children. PCP self-reported autism knowledge was the only factor associated with easier identification of ASDs among Latino/English PFL children (aOR 2.15 [CI 1.24–3.75]).

### Barriers to ASD Identification

A total of 74.5% of PCPs experienced ≥1 barriers to ASD diagnosis in Latino children; 60.7% experienced ≥1 access barrier, and 68.2% experienced ≥1 language, cultural, or communication barrier. The most frequent barriers were “limited access to ASD or developmental specialists,” “language differences between providers and patients/families,” and “limited access to primary care” (Fig 1). Of PCPs experiencing ≥1 barrier, the median number experienced was 4 (interquartile range 3). PCPs who viewed Latino/Spanish PFL parents as less knowledgeable about ASDs were more likely to report >4 barriers to ASD care than PCPs who viewed Latino/Spanish PFL parents as more knowledgeable (aOR 6.67 [CI 2.88–15.54]). Likewise, PCPs who reported that recognizing ASDs in Latino/Spanish PFL families was difficult were more likely to report >4 barriers than PCPs who found ASDs easier to recognize (aOR 2.13 [CI 1.15–3.93]). PCP personal or practice characteristics had no significant associations with experiencing >4 barriers to ASD diagnosis.

### DISCUSSION

Latino children are diagnosed with ASDs at low rates, and this investigation...
found several provider-related factors that might explain these disparities. First, most providers do not offer guideline-based developmental and ASD screening. Rates were particularly low for Spanish-language screening, which disproportionately affects ASD identification in Latinos. Additionally, most PCPs experienced difficulty recognizing signs and symptoms of ASDs in Latino/Spanish PFL children, even if they performed recommended ASD screening or had >25% Latinos in their practice. PCPs thought that parents of Latino children (especially those with Spanish PFL) had less ASD knowledge. Finally, 3 in 4 PCPs cited access, communication, or cultural barriers to ASD care for Latino children, and PCPs experiencing these barriers found ASDs particularly difficult to identify.

These findings have important policy implications. First, rates of Spanish-language developmental and ASD screening need targeted improvement: When only 1 in 5 California PCPs offers recommended Spanish-language ASD screening, and only 1 in 10 offers both Spanish-language ASD and general developmental screening, it is unlikely for a Latino/Spanish PFL child to have ASD identified via routine screening. Although the survey did not assess why many PCPs did not offer Spanish-language screening, limited availability of screening tools (barrier cited by 24.7% of PCPs) may be one problem. Although the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers is publicly available in Spanish,23 most recommended developmental screening tools are not publicly available, and Spanish materials cost more.24–26 Cost of tools may explain the particularly low rates of Spanish-language general developmental screening we found. Developing and promoting free or low-cost screening resources could improve early identification and reduce language-based disparities. However, because most PCPs who did screen still experienced difficulty identifying ASDs in Latinos, additional resources are needed. PCPs may also need information about bilingualism and language development, accurate interpretation of screening results in less-acculturated Latinos, or strategies for discussing this difficult topic with parents from a different culture.

The finding that PCPs viewed Latino parents as less knowledgeable about ASDs merits additional investigation. Although the survey did not assess why many PCPs believed that parents of Latino children had less ASD-related knowledge, Latino parents have lower average health literacy27,28 and less access to ASD-specific information,15 which could contribute to knowledge deficits about ASDs. Differences in PCP education and anticipatory...
guidance provision to Latino parents may also contribute to these deficits. Our findings suggest that PCPs should discuss ASD signs and symptoms with Latino parents because they may have less information. Increasing the availability of culturally appropriate, bilingual parent-oriented ASD materials might augment such discussions. Because many providers noted cultural barriers to ASD identification, efforts to spread information about ASDs outside the primary care setting may also be helpful. A promising example of such an effort is the Centers for Disease Control’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early” campaign, which has publicly available, parent-focused Spanish-language materials.

PCPs cited access to primary care and ASD specialty care as prevalent barriers to ASD diagnosis for Latino children. Latino children may be at particular risk for having poor health care access because they are more likely to be uninsured or underinsured than other children. Geographic disparities in child mental health services for Latinos may reduce service accessibility. This may be more likely in California, where regionalization in developmental disability services may impose geographic and logistical challenges. Increasing accessibility and number of providers, particularly Latino providers or providers experienced with Latino families, may reduce access barriers and improve quality.

The study had limitations. We studied PCPs rather than family practitioners or allied health professionals. We chose this group because PCPs generally have more children in their practices and therefore might have more established views on developmental screening and ASDs. However, PCPs may be more likely to follow developmental screening practice guidelines than other providers, so our results may overestimate screening rates. We set the study in California to sample PCPs who interact regularly with Latino patients; rates of Spanish-language screening and attitudes toward Latino families may differ in areas with fewer Latinos. In survey items where PCPs compared language groups of Latinos, we used PFL instead of English proficiency. However, studies show that English proficiency is perhaps a better marker of health care access that many PCPs are able to assess. By choosing to use PFL instead of English proficiency, our study probably minimized differences between the Latino/Spanish group and other groups.

We did not directly ask PCPs their reasons for not screening, nor did we ask PCPs where or how they obtained knowledge about ASD. There were significant gaps in...
data for PCP race and ethnicity because we relied on data from the California Medical Board. As a result, we were unable to examine PCP racial and ethnic subgroups or family—PCP racial or ethnic concordance. Our analysis may be subject to type I and type II errors: We made multiple comparisons, which increases the likelihood of finding a significant result by chance. However, because we powered the study around barriers to ASD care only, it is also possible that significant differences went undetected because of lack of power.

Strengths of the study include a random sample design and a strong response rate. We used a rigorous definition of developmental screening that adhered more closely to AAP guidelines than prior studies. Although this probably resulted in lower estimates of screening rates, estimates may more accurately reflect adherence to practice guidelines.

CONCLUSIONS

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating PCP perspectives on disparities in ASD identification. This study points to modifiable provider-related factors that may contribute to ASD diagnostic delays among Latinos. The data may help inform future interventions to reduce racial and ethnic differences in ASD care.
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